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It's time to GO GREEN in school

Why should 
I recycle?

Reduce _ Cut down the 

amount of litter we produce 

(e.g. buy products in bulk 

that are made from recycled 

material and use canvas bags 

instead of plastic packets for 

shopping). 

Reuse _ Find ways to use 

things again that we would 

normally throw away, rather 

than buying new things (e.g. 

old tyres can be used to 

grow flowers and we can 

reuse plastic or glass bottles 

instead of new ones, which 

use up more raw materials). 
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The 4 Rs can help us to find better ways to 
manage our litter:

Recycle _ Recycle the rubbish 

that cannot be reused. Collect 

all your rubbish, sort it into 

its different categories 

(paper, glass, metal, plastic, 

other), and then put it in 

the correct recycle bins or 

take it to a buy-back centre. 

It is then used to make new 

products (e.g. aluminium 

from used colddrink cans can 

be recycled to make other 

aluminium products). 

Recover _ Convert waste 

into resources (such as 

electricity, heat, compost and 

fuel) through thermal and 

biological means.

What is 
recycling?

REDUCE:

 Be waste-free

REUSE:

 Refillable drink bottles

  Reusable lunch boxes, forks, 

plastic bags, spoons and knives

 Cloth Napkins

RECYCLE:

 Food scraps

 Paper bags

 Glass bottles

 Aluminium cans

PAPER

Paper 
(cardboard, 

newspapers, and 

magazines) 


GLASS

glass 
(containers, 

jars and 

bottles)


POLY- 
STYRENE

Polystyrene 
(white takeaway 

cups and food 

containers)
METAL

metal  
(Food and  

drink cans) 

PLASTIC

plastics  
(bags, 

containers and 

bottles)


TETRA 
PACKS

tetra Pak 
(foil-lined 

containers/

cartons, e.g. milk 

and juice boxes)



AS PUPILS :

  we will Teach our family 

and friends about 

recycling waste.

  we will Bring our 

recyclables to school.

  We will separate our 

recycling into bins.

As a school :

  we pledge to lead by 

example. 

   Together, we will 

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle  

and Recover.

I  RECYCLE

Our recycling pledge:

Because it takes:

 Fewer resources

 Less money

 Less energy

And it causes less 
pollution.

Recycling means 
taking the 

materials from 
products you have 

used and using 
them to make new 

products.
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Recycling at School Pack a waste-
free lunch




We pledge to save our planet’s 

resources by promoting a 

culture of recycling.

waxed 

cardboard

lolly 

wrappers

food 

scraps
chip bags

Remember to separate 
your waste at source!

Are you making a difference?

Section 24 of the South African Constitution states:  
"Everyone has the right to an environment  

that is not harmful to their health  
or well-being."


